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September is a busy month for AA in
Northeast Oklahoma, with lots of service
opportunities and fun events happening
every week. And the fun won’t stop in
October! October 1st we’re bringing back
Soberfest! We had so many awesome
volunteers that made our Parking Lot Party
a success (special thanks to Jesse, Reggie,
and the crew from REBOS), and we’ll be
needing volunteers again for Soberfest. If
you’re interested in being of service, please
contact the office! And don’t forget
SWRAASA the following weekend!
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Gratitude Plan

Announcements!
Literature
Most books are now back in stock, the only titles we’re still completely out of stock on
are the large print Twelve & Twelve, large print As Bill Sees It, and pocket size Big Book.
Current estimates show As Bill Sees It and the pocket Big Book being available
sometime in October, and the Twelve & Twelve in December. Remember these dates
are only estimates, and they have changed several times already, but hopefully we’ll
be able to get them all before the end of the year!

Meetings
New Group in Wagoner!
The Grateful Group meets Tuesdays and Thursdays at Noon
Grant Husky Office
109 N Casaver Ave
New Beginnings (Women) has a new meeting Saturdays at 9 am
Harvard Avenue Christian Church
5502 S Harvard Ave Room 216
You may have noticed that several meetings listed as “Temporarily Inactive” are no
longer visible on our website or the app. GSO asked us to remove meetings that have
been inactive for a long time, as they cause a lot of confusion for newcomers. If your
meeting reopens please let us know ASAP so we can add it back into our directory!
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The Persons We Have Harmed
It’s Time to Pay the Piper
By Rick R.

How many of us show up at the doors of Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A) ready to start
exploring our past and all the issues that we have had with our fellow man? Not me! I came
here with a rationalizing, alcoholic mind, and the last thing I intended to do was to go
searching for more things to hate about myself. The alcoholic within me was pointing the
finger at them to minimize the appearance that I was at fault. My mind was constantly
spinning yarns to have the right answers ready should anyone question why I did the things I
did. In all my waking hours, I got no peace of mind unless I had something to drink in me, and
when that happened, it diminished the need to care about other people and, in fact, it
immediately turned into drunken arrogance and often into verbal and physical confrontations.
A life lived by those standards can only end in destruction and when we have the option to
drink it away, we can put it off indefinitely, but eventually we will have to pay the piper.
Not everyone can repair all the damage they have done in the past, to our families and
friends, and that is simply because some of them have moved on and may not be concerned
about what our plans are, and they do not see the need to be involved in the drama that the
alcoholic is going through, especially with their memory of the failed good intentions of the
past. Until we have a history of changing our way of life and putting some time between us
and that snapshot of our last drunken debacle, we cannot expect any recognition from them
since they are not following us around every day recording our progress.
When it comes to making a list of all the persons we have harmed, the first thought that
came to my mind was, how far do I go with this list. My thought on that is; what amount of
peace of mind would I be satisfied with? The most obvious people are the ones that are closest
to us such as family, friends, employers, and as I list those, I can spiral outward to the more
remote people like relatives, friends from the past, and so on.
The last thing I hear questioned is who I owe amends to and again, the peace of mind
issue sets the standard for who goes on the list. First off, if I have completely changed those
old behaviors and have put them behind me, I have already mended my ways and all that is
left to do is to acknowledge my past mistakes in the presence of the person receiving the
amend. I find it easy to level the playing field by simply asking the question: “Have you ever
done something that you really regretted?” The answer usually goes: “Of course, who hasn’t?”
Next, I say, “Can we talk?” You have just leveled the playing field. You can do this with
anyone that you feel uncomfortable about, when you hear their name mentioned, and
eventually you will run out of people that are constantly renting room in your brain. In the rare
occasion when a person responds to your effort to make things right, in a negative way, they
may have issues of their own that we are not aware of, you have done all you can, and you can
put it behind you. All that free space in your head adds up to peace of mind and you have the
rest of your life to complete it.
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2022 CONTRIBUTIONS
Faithful Fivers are members who donate $5 a month Birthday Contributions
to Northeast Central Service as an act of gratitude.
Teresa J—12
Please consider becoming a Faithful Fiver, and we
Three Legacies—10
will list your name in our monthly newsletter!
Paul S—15

Faithful Fivers
Jay M.

Diana K.

Sharon M.

Mark H.

Marcia L.

Michael F.

Justin D.

Betty M.

Mick C.

Bob G.

Susan G.

In Loving Memory
Members who have recently completed the program

David C. —Tulsa Big Book
Billy B.—New Day

To view total contributions and a breakdown by each
group, click here:
https://aaneok.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/2022-Contributions-1.pdf
Example of Group Contributions to A.A. Service Entities:
50% to Central Service
10% to Area

10% to District
30% to GSO

(Reprinted with permission from AA World Services/Self Support Pamphlet)

Donations can be mailed to these addresses
(pre-addressed envelopes are available at the Office):

NECS

District 30

District 40

4833 S Sheridan
Suite 410
Tulsa, OK 74145

P.O. Box 14083 P.O. Box 701092
Tulsa, OK 74159 Tulsa, OK 74170

OK State

GSO *NEW ADDRESS*

P.O. Box 18415 P.O. Box 2407
OKC, OK 73154 James A Farley Station
New York, NY 10116-2407
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OKLAHOMA GRATITUDE PLAN
Started in Oklahoma, stays in Oklahoma and used to benefit all 12th step work in the State of Oklahoma.
HOW THE OKLAHOMA GRATITUDE PLAN WORKS:
On your A.A. birthday (or that of a friend) you send the Oklahoma State Office $1.00 (suggested) for each year of sobriety.
Although it is your own expression of gratitude for each year of sobriety, your group can also benefit by posting your group
number either on the envelope or on your check.
Sounds simple, IT IS. It also came about in just as simple a process. In 1990, the State Office started receiving some inquiries
about making birthday contributions to the state as well as to the national office. In addition there were some contributions
received at the State Office earmarked as a “Birthday contribution”. Thus the idea was started.
REMEMBER
The Gratitude Plan is for everyone … active newer members filled with gratitude at the miracle of sobriety, and Old Timers
who may be less active, but still want to help carry the message.
Participation in the Gratitude Plan is a privilege. Only by staying sober do we earn the right to have a part in it.
NOVEMBER IS GRATITUDE MONTH. Did you send in your contribution on your last A.A. birthday? If not, send it today.
Have questions? Email the Gratitude Committee Chair: gratitude@aaoklahoma.org
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